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TURN YOUR
EVENT
EXPERIENCE
INTO
BOTTOM LINE
RESULTS

Jean Marie is a master at turning knowledge into an experience that leads to immediate action. Her effortless
networking and connection exercises got everyone buzzing and collaborating at a deeper level. Her facilitating style is
engaging and inspiring and invites you to participate and learn because you want to. Not because you have to."
~ Johanna Lyman, Past President, Boston Women's Network

Bring Experiential Learning to
your Events for Attendees to…
Connect with Meaning
Highly experiential exercises to kickoff the event,
the morning or each day or following a lunch break
where attendees make deeper connections, learn
about each other beyond traditional networking
and close with actions to follow-up.

Mastermind, Collaborate & Create
Highly experiential group exercises that allow
attendees to raise challenges and get new
ideas, perspectives and solutions to their
challenges through collaboration and sharing.
The premise is two (or four) heads are better
than one. New partnerships and future
collaborations naturally get formed as a result.

Lock in the Learning for Real Results
Focused experiential exercises that identify and
uncover key learning and takeaways from the
event and clear steps to put the learning into
action. Attendees learn fun ways to lock in the
learning and create accountability so that the
learning from the event creates immediate results.

Your Event Success
The true measure of success is not just what
members and attendees learn at your event. It’s
who they connect with, the collaborations they
form and the actions they take after they leave.
Book Jean Marie to help turn your event
experience into bottom-line results that leads to
increased membership, renewals and immediate
future event registrations.

Biography
Jean Marie is a Master of Experiential Learning
bringing over 25 years of Speaking, Training and
Facilitation experience to events across the globe.
She combines concrete tools with engaging
experiences putting the tools into immediate
action. Her warm and engaging style creates a
safe and welcoming environment for all to engage.
If you are looking to create a stand-out event that
delivers experiences beyond what attendees
thought was possible, schedule a Consultation
with Jean Marie to discuss your event goals and
customize memorable experiences that lead to
immediate results.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING SERVICES

Kickoff Your Event
with Meaning

Energize Your
Mornings

Reignite Your
Afternoons

Turn Learning into
Immediate Results

CONTACT JEAN MARIE TO DETERMINE THE BEST FIT FOR YOUR EVENT

(720) 295-3104

